Abstract. Using a new notion of stability we compute exactly the stable rank of the polydisc algebra, extend Oka's extension theorem to «-tuples of functions without common zeros and give an estimation for a question raised by Swan concerning the stable rank of a dense subalgebra of a given Banach algebra.
If a = (a,),e/ is a (possibly infinite) system of generators of A and a(a) = {(«(a,)),e/ e Cr: h e X(A)}, then a(a) is a polynomially convex compact subset of C ' (where a compact subset X of C ' is polynomially convex if it coincides with its hull X = (z e C': \p(z)\ < sup{|/?(x)|: x e X) for every polynomial p) [22] ). Moreover à: X(A) -> a(a) is a homeomorphism. For a compact subset .Yof C7 we define P(X) as the closure, in C(X), of the polynomial functions. The spectrum of P(X) is identified to X. Observe that there exists a continuous homomorphism A -> P(o(a)) (where a = (a¡) is a system of generators), with dense image. Sometimes we identify X(A) to a(a) and write P(X(A)) instead of P(a(a)).
We put Un(A) = (a e A": 0 & a(a)}; its elements are called unimodulars. A unimodular {ax,..., an_x, an) is reducible if there exist xx,..., xn_x in A such that (ax + xxan,..., an_x + xn_xan) is unimodular.
The stable rank of A is the least « such that every a e Un+X(A) is reducible. We use the symbol A for the closed unit disc of the complex plane C. Given spaces X, Y, C(X, Y) denotes the set of all maps from X into Y. Definition 1.1. Let E, B, and X be Hausdorff topological spaces. Suppose that B is metrizable with a metric d and A' is a compact space. A map p: E -> B has property (H) with respect to X if for every commutative diagram /
X -» E a ip (i=[o,i],i(x) = (o,x))
I X X -» B f and e > 0 there exists a map F: I X X -> E such that Fi = f and sup{di pFit, x), fit, x)): tel, x e X) < e. A map />: £ -» B is a Serre gwaszfibration if it has property (H) with respect to every cube Im (m > 0). When e = 0 we get the classical notion of Serre fibration (see [14, pp. 61-64] ). exp <¡>(ax) ■ ■ • exp <p(as) = <(>(exp(ax) ■ ■ ■ exp(as)) e 4>(GL"(.4)0) for some ax,...,ase MniA); this proves our assertion. Now, if Gx is a connected component of GL"(2?) and G0 = GL"(5)o> for u e Gx the translation x -* xu defines a homomorphism G0 ~* Gx whose inverse map is y -» yu~l. Then, if b e Gx and b' e Gx n L we get b(b'yl e GQczL, but b' el which is a subgroup of GL"(i?), thus b = b(b')'lb' e L, too.
(2) Firstly, we prove that <#>: GL"(^4) -» GYn(B) has property (H) with respect to /°={0}. "
For this, we consider the commutative diagram GY"iA) U (/(0) = (0,0)) GL"iB) and we look for a map F: I X {0} -* GL"(,4) such that f(0,0) = /(0) and sup{||<i)(F(i,0)) -/(r,0)||: r e /} < e for a given e > 0 (where the norm is that of M"(B), which is induced by that of B). Observe that we can think of / and /(0,0)
as elements of GL"(C(7, B)); moreover, they belong to the some connected component of GL"(C(/, B)), for 5 -* f(st,0) is an arc which begins at /(0,0) and ends at /. Observe also that ¡¡>: A -> B induces a dense morphism <p: C(I, A) -> C(I, B) which induces, as <f> before, a group homomorphism GL"(C(7, A)) -> GYn(C(I, B)), which we denote again <p. It is clear that /(0,0) = <i>(/(0)) belongs to <p(GL"(C(7, A))). By the remarks above and part (1), there exists a e GYn(C(I, A)) such that ||<p(a) -/|| < e' for a given e' > 0. We shall prove that, for e' small enough, F = /(0)a(0)_1a is the map we look for (where we are identifying / with / X {0} and looking at /, a: I X {0} -» GL"(^)). ow, ||/(OII < II/IIm (C(t.B)) so we can choose e' > 0 such that the whole expression is less than e. Then, for every t e I, ||<f>(/(0)a(0)_1a(0) -/(OH < e> as claimed.
Next, we must prove that the map <j>: GL"(^4) -> GYn(B) has property (H) with respect to /"' for every positive integer m; but we can reduce the general case to the above situation by observing that the commutative diagram /" L GY"(A)
can be transformed into Proof. As before, it suffices to prove that $' has property (H) with respect to 7°={0}.
Let a e U"(A), b = <¡>'(a) e Un(B), y: I -* U"(B) be an arc beginning at b, and e > 0.
Consider the commutative diagram:
It is known that th is a Serre fibration [4, 6] so there exists an arc y^ I -» GYn(B) such that y^O) = 1 and th°yx = y. Now, using the fact that <j> is a quasi-fibration, we find an arc y2: I -> GL"(^) such that y2(0) = 1 and ||4>(y2(0) -Yi(OII < e/ll&ll (t e I). It is easy to see that y = ta ° y2 verifies y(0) = a and ||<f>'(y(0) -y(OII < e for every tel. Proof of the Proposition. Let a = (a,: i e I) be a system of generators of A. Then /(a) = i fia,): i e I) generates B and ai fia)) c a(a) is a polynomially convex compact subset of C' and /*(X(5)) = â~liaifia))) c X(/l) is ^4-convex, by the lemma. If / is onto then B can be identified with A/kerf, so XiB) X iA/kerf) ~ hull(ker/) and the second assertion follows easily. We need the following result of Duchamp and Stout [11, p. 53] which is a consequence of a classical result of Andreotti and Narasimhan [1] . Lemma 2.3. Let T be a polynomially convex compact subset of C. Then for k > « the Cech cohomology groups Hk(T) with integer coefficients are trivial. (1) i*\ Hk(P) -> Hk(Q) is an isomorphism for k > n and an epimorphism for k = «; (2) ;'*: 7tkiP) -» trkiQ) is an isomorphism for k > « and an epimorphism for k = n (where trkiT) is the kth cohomotopy group of T). By the lemma above, Hk(P) = Hk(Q) = 0 for k > «, so (2) holds and we get that [P,Sk] -> [Q,Sk] is onto for k > «.
We consider now the general case. We must prove that for every map /: Y^Ri+1 (R* + 1 = R* + 1\{0}) there exists an extension of /, F: X-»R* + 1 (k > «). Let F be a /^-polyhedron such that P n X and extend /: P -» Ri + 1; let £> c F be a /^-polyhedron such that Q r> Y and f(Q)e R* + 1; by the first case, /1Q admits an extension G: P -> R**+1 and then F= G\X verifies F(Z) c R* + 1 and F | T = / | K In the following we use the notation s" = [n/2] + 1. suppose that B is n-generated.
(1) Iff is onto, the induced map UkiA) -* Uk(B) is onto for k > sn.
(2) If f is a dense morphism, then the induced map Uk(A) -> Uk(B) has dense image for k > s".
Proof. Let bx,...,bneB be generators of B. It is well known [12, 22] that X(B)
is homeomorphic to the joint spectrum aB(bx,...,bn), which is a polynomially convex compact subset of C". Then, for k > sn,
is trivial for the last corollary and the result follows from Corollary 1.5. Remark 2.8. The proof shows that UkiB) is connected for k > sn.
3. Applications. The rest of the paper is devoted to applications of the Main Theorem.
The dense stable rank. It is well known [4, 8] that if A is a commutative ring with identity then sr(/l) < « iff for every closed ideal I of A the induced mapping U"iA) -» U"iA/I) is onto. In other words, sriA) < « iff for every surjective morphism /: A -> B,U"iA) -> U"iB) is onto. This statement yields to the following notion of stability. Definition 3.1. The dense stable rank of a Banach algebra A, denoted by dsr(/l), is the least integer « such that for every dense morphism /: A -* B, the induced map U"iA) -» UniB) has dense image. We write dsr(yl) = + oo if there exists no such «. It is obvious that sr(^4) < dsr(/l), but we do not know if equality holds for every commutative Banach algebra A. This question is related to a problem raised by Swan [23] . We will discuss this later.
A Banach algebra A is said to satisfy condition Dn if fiU"iA)) is dense in i/"(F) for every dense morphism /: A -» B. Proof. Let /: A -> B be a dense morphism and take b' = ib,bn+x) = ibx,..., bn, bn + x) e Un+xiB). Let I be the closed ideal generated by bn+x, C = B/I and m: B -» C the natural projection. Then ttib) e UJAZ) and ttf: A -* C is dense. Given e > 0 there exists a e U"iA) such that \\trfia) -irib)\\ < e. Then, there exist yx,..., y" in B such that ||/(a,) -b¡ -y,bn+x\\ < e (i = 1,..., n). By the density of fiA) in B there exist xx,..., x", an + x in A such that ||/(x,-) -y¡\\ < e (/ = 1,..., «) and \\fia"+1) -b"+1\\ < e. Then a' = iax -xxan + x,... ,a" -x"an + x,an + x) e Un + xiA) and ||/(a') -b'\\ < e'. This proves that A satisfies Dn+X.
A trivial consequence of the remarks above and the identification 7r0(t/"(v4)) =
[X(A),C¡] is that sriA) = min{«: [X(A),C£] -* [FQ] is onto for every hull Fof
XiA)}. The analogous property for dsr is the following. Proof. Suppose that dsr(^4) < «. Then, if g: B -» C is a dense morphism, (gf)(U"(A)) is dense in 14(C) and the inclusions g(f(Un(A))) c g(U"(B)) c Un(C) show that g(U"(B)) is dense in U"iC).
We introduce two definitions for a homomorphism of Banach algebras /: A -* B.
We say that f(A) is an «-full subalgebra of B if f(A") n Un(B) = fiUniA)). We say that / is an «-full morphism if f~l(UniB)) = UniA). We say that / is full when / is Lemma 3.6 [9] . ///: A -> B is a homomorphism of Banach algebras then f: A -* B is n-fullfor every integer n if and only iff*: XiB) -» XiA) is onto. Lemma 3.7. ///: A -> B is a dense full morphism then fis n-fullfor every n.
The proof is routine. Proof. It suffices, by the last proposition, to see that dsr(^) < dsr(F). But, using the characterization (Proposition 3.3) of dsr(^) and observing that /*: XiB) -» XiA) is a homeomorphism which transforms, bijectively, F-convex subsets of XiB) in A -convex subsets of X(A), it is clear that dsr(,4) = dsr(F).
Corollary 3.9. dsr(A) = dsr(P(X(A))). Proof. It is well known that sr(^4) < sr(F). Then sr(A) ^ sr(B) < dsr(5) = dsr(^) = sr(^4).
Remark 3.11. Swan [23] asked if a dense full subalgebra A of B has the same stable rank. The last corollary shows that this is, in fact, the case when sr(A) = dsr(A). But, as it was remarked before, we do not know if sr(A) = dsr(A) in general. Proof. There is no loss of generality if we suppose that Bx(0)= (z e C": £"=1|z,|2 < 1} c a (a). Observe that a (a) is a polynomially convex compact subset of C" homeomorphic to X(A) via â = (âx,..., ân): X(A) -> a(a). Thus, we have a homomorphism <p: A ^> P(a(a)) sending a, into z, (the ¡th-coordinate function). The theorem will be proved when we show that, for n = 2k or 2& + 1, u = (zx, z3,..., z2k _x,p) e Uk + x(P(a(a))) is not reducible, where p(z) = zxz2 + z3z4 + • -• +z2k_1z2k -1. In fact, in this case (ax, a3,..., a2k_x, pia)) e Uk+xiA) is not reducible; otherwise, there should exist bx,...,bke A such that (a2i_x + b,p(a))i e UkiA) and then (z2(-i + <PÍbi)p)i G Uk(A) contradicting the irreduci- Corollary 3.13. dsr(P(X)) = sr(P(X)) = s" if Xis the n-polydisc A" = [z e C": \z¡\ < 1 (/' = 1,...,«)} or the n-ball {z e C": E"=i|z,|2 < 1} or X is any compact subset of C" with nonvoid interior.
Proof. It is a combination of Theorems 3.4 and 3.12. Remark 3.14. F(A) was the first example of a Banach algebra A such that tsr(y4) -sr(A) > 0 [7, 15] . Next, it was proved that for A" = F(A"), tsr(yl" A problem of Cartan. In a famous paper [3] H. Cartan studied the following problem: Let Ü be a certain domain of Ck, H(ti) the algebra of all holomorphic functions on ß, and fx,---,fm an w-tuple of elements of H(Q,) without common zeros; does there exist an m X m invertible matrix M with entries from H(Yl) such that the given w-tuple is the last column of Ml This problem was later partially solved, in the context of Banach algebras (which means that H(Q) is replaced by the algebra A(il) of continuous functions on Í2 which are holomorphic on S2) by Lin [16] and Sibony and Wermer [20] . Using the notations of this paper, Cartan's problem is to determine whether a given a = (ax,... Oka's extension theorem states that for every holomorphic function / on a neighborhood of tt there exists a holomorphic function F on a neighborhood of A"+r such U -> C£ for some neighborhood U of A" + r.
Proof. Let £ > 0 and tre = {z e A"1 + E: \pj(z)\ < 1 + £, 1 </' < r) (where A"x+e = [z e C": |zy| < 1 + e, 1 < / < /•}) such that mt is contained in the domain of / and f(TTs) c C¿. By Oka's theorem there exist holomorphic functions on a neighborhood of A"x\\, Gx,...,Gk such that G{z,px(z),...,pr(z))=f(z) (*€=».).
where G = iGx,...,Gk). Let A = F(A"+re), I the closed ideal of A generated by {zn+i ~ Pi> ■ ■ ■ > zn+r ~ F-}> and <P: ^ ~* A/I the natural projection. Then cpiG) e UkiA/I) because X(A(I)) is the hull of / and G|hull(7) =/ |hull(7) never assumes the value 0 = (0,...,0)eCl.
Observe that A/I is generated by <p(zx),...,rf(z").
Then, for k^ sn tpi¡JkiA)) = Uk(A/I), by the Main Theorem, part (1). In particular, there exists F e Uk(A) such that <jd(F) = q>(G); in other words F = (Fx,...,Fk) = (Gx + Hx,..., Gk + Hk) for some Hx,...,Hk in I. Thus, F is holomorphic on a neighborhood of A" + r, F(A" + r) c C* and F(z, pxiz),..., pr(z)) = Giz, px(z),..., pr(z)) = f(z) for z e it.
On a problem of Swan. In [23] Swan asked if the existence of a dense full morphism f:A->B implies that sr(yl) = sr(F). It is easily proved that sr(^l) < sr(F) and we have seen that, for A such that sr(A) = dsr(A), the answer is affirmative. We conjecture that Swan's question always has an affirmative answer but we have been unable to prove this. However we can show that sr(F) cannot exceed sriA) by more than 2. We begin with Proof. It is well known that PiXiA)) is isomorphic to F(X(FY) and then sr(F) < sr(F(*(F))) = sr(P(X(A))) < sriA) + 2.
